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ABSTRACT 
Beams being a vital part of any structural design in aircrafts, 

vehicles, submarines, ships or even civil engineering 

structures, carry different types of loads. Loads can be axial, 

bending, shear or torsional in case of beam boxes. Since in 

today’s profit driven industry - a lot of emphasis is given on 

cost and reduction in time required for designing while 

maintaining quality of the design, so modern methods for 

designing and testing are essential. By help of a simple 

example, this paper tries to build upon the conventional sizing 

procedures and theory of shear resistant beams used in 

industry to include in it various changes and additions. Firstly 

space constraints, loading conditions and operating 

environments are identified. After selecting material based on 

the above, sizing procedure for flange, stiffener and finally 

web is shown using iteration method done in Microsoft Excel. 

Conditions for selecting minimum critical dimensions of all 

three are discussed. Workflow formulation is also done so the 

desired result is obtained in least possible time without the 

need to go through some parts regularly. Basis of follow up 

research papers to include Ansys analysis and the 

development of sizing procedure for Hybrid Diagonal Tension 

Beams has been prepared. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Shear resistant beams though used in a very limited amount in 

airframe structures still has vital uses in aircrafts as the floor 

supports cannot be made by hybrid diagonal tension beams as 

the easily buckle and also in spars where buckling has to be 

checked to maintain aerodynamic design of the wing. 

Furthermore, for weight optimising sizing procedures for 

hybrid diagonal tension beams, concepts of sizing for both 

shear resistant and diagonal resistant beams should be clear. 

Also shear resistant beams are used in civil and automotive 

engineering in areas where buckling cannot be permitted. 

So, this research paper aims to carry forward the sizing 

procedures established by Niu (1999) by changing the all 

three, namely web, flange and stiffener cross sections and 

highlight how we can use this method in weight optimization. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Formulation of Problem 
The process of sizing the shear resistant beams involve first of 

all identifying the loading conditions and dimensions of beam 

required. Once obtained the working environment, 

temperature variations, beam’s purpose and whether it is 

being designed to withstand cyclic loads is also determined. 

This helps in selecting the material for beam as certain 

materials resist creep where as some other material may be 

used for higher fatigue resistance. 

 
Figure-1 Beam to be used in Example 

In our example we use a beam as shown in figure 1 whose 

length required is 42” and height required is 14” which would 

take up vertical shear load ‘V’ of 10,000 lb. The material 

would be Al 7075 T6 bare sheet for web and Al 7075 

Extrusion for flanges and stiffeners. The first step is to 

determine the shape of the beam to be used. For standard I-

beam cross section, the CAD model shown in figure 2 

describes how an I-beam is made of 2 flanges and a single 

rectangular plate web with the stiffeners-attached to web and 

flange through rivets.  

 
Figure-2 Pictures of CAD model showing the beam 
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(a) 

(b) 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

Figure-3 MS Excel Worksheet for Solution for given Problem

2.2 Sizing 

2.2.1 Sizing of Flanges 

The flange would consist of a T-section beam whose centroid 

location ‘Y’, should be approximated for starting iteration. Let 

it be 1 inch for iteration 1. So approximate ‘he’ which is 

distance between centroids of top and bottom flange could be 

taken as 12 inch. So, ‘q’ (shear flow) can be calculated by 

formula q = V/he. For ‘he = 12’, q comes out to be 833.33. For 

this value using Figure-4 different values of ‘t’ and ‘de’ will 

be determined on which further calculations and iterations of 

web and stiffener design would be based. 

 

Figure-4 Web thickness and Stiffener spacing curves for Al 

7075 

Web Thickness (t) Thickness of Attached Leg of 

Stiffener (tu) 

0.02 0.03 

0.025 0.03 

0.032 0.04 

0.036 0.04 

0.04 0.04 

0.05 0.05 

0.063 0.05 

0.071 0.06 

0.08 0.06 

0.09 0.07 

0.1 0.07 

0.125 0.08 

0.156 0.08 

>0.156 0.6t 

 

Table-1 Web thickness v/s Thickness of Attached Leg of 

Stiffener 

Using approximate value of ‘he‘ approximate minimum 

required area of flange, to resist the stresses induced in 

flanges due to shear loading, given by ACAP = M/he*fCAP is 

calculated, where fCAP is maximum shear stress which AL 

7075 Extrusion can carry and ‘M’ is maximum moment on 
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flange given by ‘V*L’. Based on values of ACAP , ‘Y’ and 

already existing and available list of T- sections the section 

shown in Figure-5 below is selected. Now using actual he = 

14-2*Y, calculate actual he (heA) which would be repeatedly 

used in further calculations. Now exact minimum required 

ACAP is calculated immediately and compared with actual ACAP 

of section in figure as, if the latter is not greater than the 

former, iterations would have to be repeated till this condition 

is satisfied. Satisfying this condition here rather than at last 

saves a lot of time for undergoing lengthy iterations. 

 
Figure-5 A Typical T-section used in this example as Flange 

2.2.2 Sizing of Stiffener 

Calculate    /   and then using Figure-6 obtain the value for 

Iu/heA.t3 . From this value obtained from graph, and knowing 

the values of ‘t’ and ‘heA’ , we can find the value of minimum 

Iu required where Iu is the moment of inertia of stiffener about 

the axis located at start of the stiffener parallel to the web. 

This condition is set to make sure that stiffener does not 

buckle itself while carrying out its job of prevention of 

buckling in web. 

 

 

Figure-6 Graph for Iu/he*t3 

Typically available ‘Equal Leg Stiffener’ and ‘Unequal 

Leg Stiffener’ sections dimensionally defined as shown in 

Figure-7 are catalogued in separate Excel sheets shown in 

Figure-8. Since the ultimate aim is to reduce weight, so 

stiffeners need to be selected keeping in mind the same basis. 
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Figure-7 Equal and Unequal Leg Stiffener Sections 

The minimum required conditions are:-  

1. Length of leg of stiffener attached to web should 

agree by Table-1. 

2. Iu of stiffener should be greater than minimum Iu 

required as calculated before. 

3. Area of cross section of stiffener should be as least 

as possible to reduce weight. 

4. If values of all of the above three conditions are 

nearly equal for two or more stiffeners then moment 

of inertia about the axis perpendicular to the above 

mentioned axis is compared. The design having 

lower moment of inertia is chosen as buckling load 

about a given axis is proportional to moment of 

inertia; since the stiffener if at all buckles we don’t 

want it to buckle about the axis parallel to axial 

length of web but perpendicular to it. 

 

Figure-8 Catalogue of Typically available Equal and Unequal Leg Stiffeners

2.2.3 Sizing of Web 

Shear buckling coefficient ‘Ks’ is found using Figure-9 with 

condition ④ as shown in graph. Now calculating maximum 

critical shear stress for web of these dimensions can carry by 

using formula Fs,cr = Ks.E.(t/dc)
2 where E is young’s modulus 

which is 10500000 psi.  
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Figure-9 Graph to Calculate value of Shear Buckling Coefficient

After calculating this actual shear flow given by ‘q=V/heA’ 

which is further used to calculate shear flow the webs would 

actually carry (‘fs’) based on the dimensions just designed. 

Since, ‘fs = VQ/It’ and ‘QheA/I =1’ , therefore calculate ‘fs = 

q/t’ and compare it with ‘Fs,cr’ ; former should be always 

smaller than the latter. 

2.3 Finalizing Design 

The design could be used if it satisfies the following four 

conditions :- 

1. Fs,cr > fs  

2. Acap > Actual Flange Area (A) 

3. tu > tu required 

4. Iu > Iu required 

Further to select one design from shortlisted candidates 

from above criterion, calculate, for a particular design:- 

1. The volume of one Stiffener using relation 

‘Volume = Au*heA’, 

2. Number of Stiffeners that would be required for a 

particular design given by = (42/de)-1. For ease of 

manufacture this value is rounded up to next 

integer and then used, 

3. The volume of Web given by t*(14-tw), where tw is 

thickness of flange panel, 

4. Mass of single Stiffener, 

5. Mass of all Stiffeners, 

6. Mass of Web, 

7. Mass of all stiffeners + Mass of Web 

Diagonal tension that would be carried for a specific load also 

depends on the distance between stiffeners for a constant 

height of web. As it is clear from the equivalent truss diagram 

for pure diagonal tension webs more is the distance between 

two stiffeners less will be the diagonal tension stress and more 

stress would be on shear restraint part for hybrid design.  

So small distance on one hand is desirable but can on other 

hand increase both weight and cost of the structure. So, an 

optimum distance should be maintained between stiffeners 

depending on the loading conditions and location where the 

structure is to be used. 

3. RESULT 
After this sizing procedure, the result obtained as shown in 

Figure-3 (d), shows that out of seven iterations with variable 

thickness of web, in five iterations when the stiffener spacing 

and stiffener moment of inertia for least possible weight is 

chosen then the criterion of ‘Fs,cr > fs’ is not satisfied. Thus 

they cannot be used for the particular example. 

From other two iterations which satisfy all the conditions, the 

one giving least possible mass of 0.857 lbm for web + 

stiffener can be chosen since flange is common for all designs 

so it’s mass does not affect the choice. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The method described in this paper started from analysing the 

methods formulated by NACA for sizing of beams which 

were cited by Niu (1999) which are still followed by aircraft 

manufacturers worldwide. Small parts of the method although 

same, have some modifications to reduce time for designing 

the beams utilizing the modern tools like Microsoft Excel. 

The method used here is optimized both for time saving and 

weight saving as different sizes of flange, web and stiffener is 

simultaneously analysed for given space and loading 

constraints. 

The method for sizing of Shear Resistant Beams would be 

further utilized along with method to size pure diagonal 

tension webs to analyze the sizing procedure for hybrid 

diagonal tension webs whose theory has been combined by 

Niu (1999). Static Structural analysis for the same example in 

Ansys would soon follow whose result if within low 

percentage error range would be able to support this method’s 

usage. 
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